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Abstract:  
The Feature of information hiding has received much attention in the recent years as security of information has become a big 

concept in this internet era. As sharing of delicate data by means of a typical correspondence channel has ended up inescapable, 

Steganography – the feature and science of hiding information has gained much attention. We are also surrounded by a world of 

secret communication, where human of all types are transmitting information as innocent as an encrypted credit card number to an 

online-transaction and as insidious as a terrorist plot to hijackers. Steganography is a technology where modern information 

compression, information theory, spread spectrum, and cryptography technologies are brought together to satisfy the need of  

privacy for Internet. Security of data is a challenging issue and transmitting the Secured data is again most challenging.  Data 

hiding from intruders and also hiding the fact that any data is hidden is one of the techniques to hide the data in a secure manner 

called Steganography. In this proposed system secret image is hidden behind the image using DWT and ID3 algorithm. DWT 

Decompose the image into 4-high and low frequency sub-bands.  ID3 algorithm is used to select   the proper pixel to hide the 

image. Here we have also used RSA algorithm for applying security on secret image. Thus, this is a secure manner to hide the 
image on image. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The word steganography derived from the Greek steganos , 

meaning cover or secret, and graphy , meaning strategy. 

“Reference [1] DWT-founded watermarking manner, the 

DWT coefficients values are modify to watermark data. 

Divides the image into 4 parts LL(Alpha band), HL,LH, and 

HH. The LL part is a down appraised and low resolution 

panache of the main image.” “Reference [2] Discrete wavelet 
transform (DWT), it translates an input series P0, P1, ..Pm, into 

one high-pass  and one low-pass wavelet coefficient series”. 

“Reference [10] this paper apply every procedure in image on 

LL Bend (Alpha Bend) and represents the approximate 

version of the unusual resolution.” Also give more levelling 

effect & smooth regions.” “Reference [11] This proposed 

system give Copyright protection through Arnold transform 

and RSA.” “Reference [6] Here, we can use Generate 

Decision Tree that give the proper pixels for embedding secret 

image on cover image using this data mining ID3 algorithm.” 

“Reference [4] in this paper delivers extremely secure picture 
and that depends on wavelet based transform with acceptable 

 

levels in the main image.” “Reference [5] proposed a 

Scrambling transformation is usually applied in the pre-

treatment stage of watermarking as a means of encrypted 

manner.” “Reference [7] In this paper Performance Analysis 

on DWT and Arnold Transform for image steganography.” 

“Reference [8] Arnold Transform based system are better than 

existing system because its gives scramble image for security 

and this  purpose RSA can be used “.“Reference [9] in this 

paper used scrambling algorithm and RSA(Rivest-Shamir-

Adleman ) cryptosystem for the encryption of records.”  
In my exploration effort we are used a steganography 

technique based on DWT with Arnold transform & Selective 

proper pixels using decision tree for embedding the secret 

image & producing high constancy stego image. We want to 

get high security in our research so we use RSA technique for 

security & against Attacks.   

 

II.  DISCRETE WAVELET TRANSFORM (DWT) 

The DWT is to store the information like image in the least 

important coefficients of each 4X4 transformed blocks. It is a 

new concept which makes use of wavelets. 
 

First, DWT decompose images into multiple sub bands of low 

and high frequency components. Low frequency is applied to 

each row of data in order to get frequency components of low. 

Here DWT decompose into 4 parts and each label as LL(low-

low), HL(high-low), LH(low-high), HH(high-high).LL band 

also called as alpha band because LL part is give down 

sampled and low resolution version of the image and also give 

smoothing part of image.  

 

A. Advantages of DWT over DCT 
1. DWT provide transformation of the full image. 

2. High flexibility and better identification of information. 

3. DWT is not dividing the input coding into non-

overlapping 2-D blocks, it has higher compression ratios 

4. Provide superior localization in time and spatial 

frequency domain.  

Better identification of data is relevant to human  perception 

higher compression ratio (64:1 vs. 500:1) 

 

   III.ID3 ALGORITHM 

ID3, Iterative Dichotomiser 3 is a decision tree learning 

algorithm which is used for the classification of the objects 
with the iterative inductive approach. In this algorithm the top 

to down approach is used. The top node is called as the root 

node and others are the leaf nodes. So it’s a traversing from 
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root node to leaf nodes. Each node requires some test on the 

attributes which decide the level of the leaf nodes. These 

decision trees are mostly used for the decision making 

purpose. 

The decision tree learning algorithms are mainly used 

because of the three reasons : 
1. Decision tree is a good infer from the particular cases that 

are unobserved instance.  

 

2. The calculations in these methods are efficient and are 

proportional to the instances that are observed.  

 

3. At the final, the decision tree which is produced is easily 

understood by the human.  

 

IV.ARNOLD TRANSFORM 

An image transformation is done to randomize the 

actual pixel positions of the image. After several iterations the 
actual image reappears. The number of iterations taken to 

change the pixel positions is defined as Arnold’s period. The 

periods change in correspondence to the size of images i.e. 

when the size of the image increases, Arnold’s period also 

increases . The Arnold’s transformation is represented as: 

 

  =   mod n     (1) 

 
Where, variable n denotes image size. Equation (1) represents 

Arnold’s transformation which is used to change all pixel 

coordinates of the image being taken. After all the coordinates 

have been transformed, we got a scrambled image. After 

several fixed number of iterations, the scrambled image is 

formed. The decryption process depends on period of 

transformation. 

 

V.RSA FOR SECURITY 

RSA Algorithm [11], named after its developers 

(Ranald Rivest, Adi Shamir, and Leonard Adleman) uses 
variable size encryption blocks and variable size keys. Being a 

method of public key cryptography, it involves two keys, viz. 

a private key and a public key. The key-pairs are derived from 

a large integer which is the product of two prime numbers 

chosen as per some special rule and create an RSA 

public/private key pair. 

 

VI PROPOSED SYSTEM 

In this section, We are using DWT for hiding stego data in 

cover image. For higher security used Arnold transform & 

image can be scrambled. and after embed stego image into 

original image.  
 

A. Steps of Overview of proposed System as follows: 

Step1: First take cover image and secret image. 

 

Step2: Embedded Secret image in the cover image using 

watermark technique. 

 

Step3: Then Apply Key Generation RSA on Watermarking 

image and secure with Secret key. 

 

Step 4: Get Stego image. 
 

Step5: Extract Key from Stego image for Extract Secret 

image. 

 

Step6: Apply key on the Stego image and Get Secret image.  

The fig.1 shows Overview of proposed system. 

 

 
Fig.1 Overview of proposed system. 

 

B. Steps of embedding process of proposed System as 

follows: 

Step1: First take original  image (Cover image) and Secret 

image. 

 

Step2: DWT on the both image & Get LL bend is use for 

embedded data. 

 

Step3: Embedded both image and generate training set and 

Get watermarking image.  
 

Step4: Apply ID3 Algorithm using Weka tool on cover image 

and other side apply Arnold transform on secret image. 

 

Step5: After get Decision tree to give proper pixels for 

embedding scrambled image on cover image. 

 

Step6: Apply IDWT (Inverse Discrete Wavelet transform)to 

get Stego image. 
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Fig2. Embedding process in Steganography 

 

C. Steps of Stego Image Generation as follows: 

Step1: First select Area for insert stego key in watermarking 

image. 

 

Step2: Identify x & y co-ordinate to insert stego key. 

 
Step3: Key Generate using RSA Algorithm and put key in the 

selected Area. 

 

Step4: Then store key location (x, y) on boundary of image. 

 

Step5: After get Stego image. 

 

  
Fig3.   Stego image generation in proposed system. 

D. Steps of Secret image extraction of proposed System as 
follows: 

Step1: First read Boundary pixel for get location of secret key. 

Step2: Then get secret key from location (x, y). 

 

Step3: Apply Secret key on image and extract secret image. 

 
 

         Fig 4. Secret image extraction in Steganography 

 

E. Steps of  Extraction process as follows: 

Step1: first apply DWT on Watermark image. 

 

Step2: Then extract cover image and scrambled image. 
 

Step3: After Apply Arnold transform on Scrambled image. 

 

Step4: Then apply IDWT on both images. 

 

Step5: Get original image and Secret image. 

 
Fig5.Extraction process in steganography 

 

VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 

A. Objective Analysis 

The phrase peak signal-to-noise ratio, often 

abbreviated PSNR, is an engineering term for the ratio 

between the maximum possible power of a signal and the 

power of corrupting noise that affects the fidelity of its 

representation. Because many signals have a very wide 

dynamic range, PSNR is usually expressed in terms of the 

logarithmic decibel scale. 
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It is most easily defined via the mean squared error 

(MSE) which for two m×n monochrome images I and K where 

one of the images is considered a noisy approximation of the 

other is defined as: 

 

MSE=                    (2) 

 

The PSNR is defined as: 

 

PSNR=10.      

     (3) 

 

PSNR=20.  

 
It is hard for the Human eyes to recognize unique spread 

picture and stego picture when the PSNR proportion is bigger 

than 30db. 

 

Table1. MSE, PSNR for test standard images 

Cover image Secret image MSE PSNR 

Peppers Lena 0.002 71.74 

Autumn ColoredChips 0.01 68.77 

Football Concordaerial 0.005 72.53 

ColoredChips Toysflash 0.001 76.99 

ColoredChips Lena 0.002 71.74 

Toysflash Peppers 0.002 75.33 

Peppers Football 0.001 76.09 

 

 
Fig.6(a) cover image 

 

 
Fig.6(b) secret image 

 

 
Fig.6(c) Scramble secret image 

 
 

Fig.6(d) Generate secret key 

 

 
Fig.6(e) Steganography image 

 

 
Fig.6(f) key location store on boundary 

 

 
Fig.6(g) Get secret key 

 

 
Fig.6(h) Get secret image 

 

B. Attack Analysis 

 
The proposed Scheme of the System can Withstand various 

attacks like compression Attack, destroy Everything attack, 

visual attack, statical attack. The RSA Algorithm that is used 

for security can recover attacks like brute force, timing 

attacks, chosen cipher text attacks. 
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VIII.   CONCLUSION 

In this project, a novel steganography approach is proposed 

to hide patient confidential and  physiological data using DWT 

two main stages are includes during the steganography 

process, which are: embedding and extraction stages.The 

proposed system help to transmit and receive the secret image 
in a highly secured manner by using DWT & Arnold 

transform. The System is robust against the possible attacks on 

the system. Hence, it can serve as better & effective way to 

maintain the security of the image. The system implement 

using MATLAB software and the performance evaluated in 

term of MSE and PSNR. The result ensured the effectiveness 

of proposed scheme in terms of high value of PSNR and very 

low value of MSE. In future it will be possible to 

steganography using DWT and ID3 algorithm on video. 
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